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Abstrat. In this paper, we introdue the eXtensible MetaGrammar

(XMG), whih orresponds to both a language for speifying formal

grammars, and a ompiler for this language. XMG has been developed

over the last deade to provide linguists with a delarative and yet ex-

pressive way to speify grammars. It has been applied to the design of

atual tree-based grammars for Frenh, German or English. XMG relies

on a modular arhiteture, whih makes it possible to extend the formal-

ism with additional levels of desriptions and / or linguisti properties.

Thus, on top of syntax, XMG an also be used for the desription of other

linguisti information suh as semantis, or morphology (the latter being

urrently explored for Ikota, an Afrian language spoken in Gabon).

1 Introdution

Sine Chomsky's seminal work on generative grammar [1℄, many formal systems

have been proposed to desribe the syntax of natural language (see e.g. [2℄).

These mainly di�er in terms of expressivity and omputational omplexity, and

generally rely either on rewriting rules (e.g. Tree-Adjoining Grammar), or on

onstraints (e.g. Head-driven Phrase Struture Grammar).
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An interesting family of formal grammars are lexialized grammars [3℄. Suh

grammars assoiate eah elementary struture (i.e. grammar rule) with a lexial

item (alled anhor). Lexialized grammars o�er two main advantages: �rstly,

the grammar an be seen as a funtion mapping lexial items (i.e. words)

with uninstantiated grammatial strutures (the grammar is then alled lexion).

Seondly, a subgrammar an be extrated from the input grammar aording to

the sentene to parse, thus speeding up parsing.

An example of lexialized grammar is Lexialized Tree-Adjoining Grammar

(LTAG). In this formalism, the grammar is made of (thousands of) uninstan-

tiated elementary trees (alled tree templates), where the leaf nodes ontain at

least one anhor node (labelled with ⋄). These anhor nodes are attahed to ad-

equate lexial items at parsing. As an illustration, onsider Fig. 1 depiting two

tree templates to be anhored with a transitive verb suh as manger (to eat).
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We do not disuss the distintion between onstitueny and dependeny grammar

here, nonetheless the latter an be seen as a onstraint-based spei�ation of syntax.
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Jean mange une pomme

John eats an apple
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La pomme que Jean mange

The apple that John eats

Fig. 1. Elementary strutures of an LTAG

From a linguisti point of view, lexialized grammars allow to express gen-

eralizations over lexial entries by gathering tree templates, whose anhor have

similar syntati properties, into tree families. From a omputational point of

view, lexialized grammars are made of a huge number of strutures, due to

redundany within the lexion (e.g. tree templates sharing ommon subtrees).

The onept of metagrammar was introdued by Candito [4℄ in order to deal

with strutural redundany by apturing generalizations over tree templates. In-

stead of diretly desribing the syntax of language via a formal grammar, the

linguist spei�es the strutures of this formal grammar using a dediated frame-

work. This spei�ation of the grammar is alled a metagrammar and is automat-

ially proessed to generate the grammar. Many metagrammatial frameworks

have been proposed for LTAG [4,5,6,7℄. Here we introdue one of these, namely

eXtensible MetaGrammar (XMG) [6℄. XMG di�ers from other metagrammar ap-

proahes by its delarative spei�ation language, and its modular arhiteture.

The latter made it possible to extend the onept of metagrammars to other

levels of desription (e.g. morphology) and linguisti priniples (e.g. onstraints

on word order), as we shall see below.

2 The XMG language

As mentioned above, the XMG language allows for a delarative spei�ation

of linguisti strutures (inluding tree desriptions). More preisely, XMG o�ers

a uni�ation-based language à la Prolog to speify what a grammar is. This

spei�ation is then proessed by the XMG ompiler in order to produe a

omputational grammar (e.g. an LTAG), whih an be saved in an XML �le.

Capturing redundany using abstrations. XMG relies on the onept of abstra-

tion to allow the linguist to refer to reusable grammatial units (e.g. (ombina-

tions of) tree fragments for LTAG). Formally, an XMG spei�ation orresponds

to delarative rules, whih an be de�ned using the following abstrat syntax:

Rule := Name → Content

Content := Contribution | Name | Content ∨ Content | Content ∧ Content

Here, Contribution refers to a linguisti fragment of information of a given type

(e.g. syntax), to be aumulated either onjuntively or disjuntively. Suh a



fragment is spei�ed using a dediated desription language (e.g. a tree de-

sription language when desribing syntax with LTAG). This language relies on

uni�ation variables to share information between distint XMG rules (i.e. dis-

tint grammatial units) or between distint ontributions (i.e. between syntax

and semantis). The sope of these variables is by default restrited to the rule,

but an be extended via import / export delarations. As a toy example of these

variables and of XMG onrete syntax, onsider the rules CanonialSubjet

and Subjet below, the latter spei�es a generalization over the two possible

realizations of a subjet shown in Fig. 1 (-> is dominane and >> preedene).

lass CanonialSubjet %% (omment) a lass is an XMG rule in the abstrat syntax

export ?x ?y

delare ?x ?y ?z ?u

{<syn> %% ontribution of type <syn>

{ node ?x [at=S℄ ; node ?z [at=N℄ ; node ?y (type=anhor)[at=V℄ ; node ?u [at=N℄ ;

?x -> ?z ; ?x -> ?y ; ?x -> ?u ; ?z >> ?y ; ?y >> ?u }

}

lass Subjet { CanonialSubjet[℄ | RelSubjet[℄ }

Towards user-de�ned desription languages. Metagrammars bring interesting in-

sights in grammar engineering by o�ering an abstrat view on language, made

of ombinations of grammatial units. So far, these units were desribed using a

set of hard-oded desriptions languages. To reah extensibility, we are explor-

ing another approah: permitting user-de�ned desription languages (similarly

to the grammar, these must be desribed). Some parts of the ompiler thus have

to be generated automatially.

3 The XMG ompiler

General arhiteture. As mentioned above, the XMG language is nothing else

than a logi language. Its ompiler thus share some features with a ompiler for

logi programs. First, the lasses omposing the metagrammar (de�ned using

the XMG language introdued above) are onverted into lauses of an Extended

De�nite Clause Grammar (EDCG) [8℄, whih orresponds to a DCG having

multiple aumulators. This underlying EDCG expliits the aumulation of

ontributions of multiple types (e.g. syntax, semantis). Then, this EDCG is

evaluated aording to axioms de�ned in the metagrammar (omparable to Pro-

log queries). This produes a list of tuples of ontributions (the arity of these

tuples is the number of ontribution types). Finally, eah tuple of this list is

optionally post-proessed. For instane, tuples whose syntati ontribution is

a tree desription are fed to a solver in order to produe syntati trees. Dur-

ing this solving step, it is possible to apply linguisti well-formedness priniples

(these an use information from other ontributions of the tuple).

XMG 2. The �rst version of XMG (XMG 1.x) was developed between 2003

and 2010 in the Oz programming language, and inluded only three desrip-

tion languages: one for speifying syntati trees (either LTAG tree templates or

Interation Grammar tree desriptions), one for speifying semanti representa-

tions, and one for speifying the syntax / semantis interfae. The development



of a new version of XMG from srath in YAP Prolog started in 2010, in or-

der to extend XMG with the ability to de�ne an arbitrary number of types of

ontributions (and thus of user-de�ned desription languages).
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4 Current state and future work

XMG an be used to desribe tree strutures, feature strutures, prediates, or

properties of the Property Grammar formalism. Version 2 of the XMG language

superseeds Version 1 (being bakward-ompatible). XMG 2 an be used to om-

pile grammars designed with XMG 1, inluding the Frenh LTAG and Frenh

Interation Grammar, whose XMG metagrammars are available on-line (along

with toy examples of XMG input / output).
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When desribing LTAG tree tem-

plates, XMG 2 o�ers spei� linguisti priniples, namely ordering between sister

nodes, uniqueness of a given node label, and node merging via polarities.

XMG 2 is being atively developed in order to allow for ross-framework

grammar engineering, in the lines of [9℄, but also for linguisti experimentation

by de�ning dynamially its own grammar formalism as mentioned in Setion 2.

XMG 2 has been used reently to desribe the morphology of verbs in Ikota,

an agglutinative Bantu language spoken in Gabon [10℄. The idea behind this

work is to speify morphemes as ontributions in terms of lexial phonology and

in�etion (morpho-syntati features). In a next step, we plan to extend this

metagrammar (i.e. this abstrat linguisti aount of morphology) to syntax.
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Both implementations (XMG 1.x and XMG 2.x) are freely available on-line at https:

//souresup.renater.fr/xmg and https://launhpad.net/xmg respetively.
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https://souresup.ru.fr/sm/viewv.php/trunk/METAGRAMMARS/?root=xmg


